
1. My talk is about women in the techno theatre design; I specifically chose this 

very representative ìmage of a set by a very famous British set designer, Mrs 

Bunny Christie, with  video mapping and interactive dispositive used  for The 

CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME, winner of the Tony 

Award for the best stage design. And there is also an italian version of the play 

put on stage by Teatro dell’Elfo. 

 

2. This issue is part of my research that has converged in the publication of the 

book Scenografe just released, which contains a review of women in theatre 

design and their role from avanguarde to nowadays,  but also their struggle to 

obtain specific positions in the theatre. For a long time, women set designers 

remained invisibile, on the edge of the official scene, excluded, erased. Here is 

Tania Moisewitch, one of the forgotten stage designer, who has crieted the 

first set of The Cherry Orchad, in 1954 directed by Giorgio Strehler. 

 

 

3. Why so few Women in stage design? It is common knowledge that among of 

all the theatrical disciplines, the field of design, production, and technical 

theatre are the most male-dominated. The theatre continues to be a place of 

great discrimination, as employment statistics show. A research by Porsche 

Mac Guineess about the numbers of male and fimale designers, hired at 

League of Resident Theatres (((The League of Resident Theatres is the largest 

professional theater association in the United States, with 75 member theaters located in every 

major market in the U.S., including 29 states )) shows a siries of graphics, highlighting 

the professions with a large presence of men (in green), including stage design 

and the sound, video and lighting sectors. For the stage designer positions, 

78.1% are held by men; the situation is reverst for costumes, where  70 %are 

held by women. 

 

4. There are some recent studies about gender equity in the theatre that 

point out the lack of diversity in theatrical design. According to a study 

by Caitlyn Garrity, entitled Buildin a better workplace issued in the 

magazine Theatre Design & Technology, in 2019, Of the 600 people who 

responded to the study, the (90 percent) reported having experienced a 

negative work environment, gender-based haressment or discrimination 

or pay disparity. (the responders were recruited by group of women in 

theatre network,) 

5. Here is a 3 minutes video in which I have edited some pictures, drawings, 

etchings, sketches, 3d  models, renderings made by those  women designers I 

https://www.americantheatre.org/2019/07/03/how-to-solve-designs-diversity-problem/
https://www.usitt.org/tdt/


consider real significant for their work with technology but not exclusevely. I, 

you can read the name, the year and the title under the frame.  

6. Let’s come back now to the book and my reserach.For the cover I had thought 

of two images of artists who use technology in the field of musical theatre, 

opera and show design i.e. concerts for big audiences 

7. Kirsten Delhom founder of the Danish theatrical company Hotel Pro Forma 

working on the boundary between visual arts, graphics, architecture, video 

technology and music: here two best significant pictures from Operation 

Orfeo and War sum up. 

8. And the british artist Es Devlin, the most iconic uoman set designer, to whom 

Netflix dedicated an episode of the siries The art of design and who designed 

for example, the concert stage for U2, for Kanye West, or for Adele, the 

famous singer who returned to the stage after a long time and Es Devlin made 

open her eyes into the video as if after a long sleep.  

9. Here Es Devlin inside her “stage sculptures” as she called her sets: often 

transpàrent and containing videos and carve out their oun space within 

the space of the stage. They are sculptures  in movement. 

10. The sets made by Es Devlin have always geometric shapes,.  

11. These forms are applied to opera, concert, installation and theatre 

12. Look at this almost mistic big box for Beyoncé, called “monolith” 

which cointains video footage and video live. 

13. I have decided to propose you 2 example sof her projects. Here is the 

drawing and the set for CHIMERICA –CHINA AND AMERICA. Lucy 

Kirkwood ’s play explores the changing relationship between China and 

America through the eyes of a photògrapher who took one of the iconic 

picture in Tiannimen Square in 1989, the TANK MAN.  The set is a 

rotating cube, made up of multiple sliding panels creating doors, 

windows, openings, rooms.  The video design is a siris of pictures, as if  

taken by the show protagonist, mapped on to this cube.   

All these ìmages are like a patchwork of existing pictures  legaly taken 

through the internet.  They were croped, scaled, distorted.  There are 

over 1000 images in the show. 

14. The other example of ES DEVLIN WORK is LEHMAN TRILOGY 

written by Stefano Massini, and directed by Sam Mendes for National 

Theatre.  

15 The play tracks the ideation and expansion of western càpitalism through 

the lens of one family and through the failure of America's largest investment 

bank. It has been an international success for years now, starting from 2015 at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucy_Kirkwood
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-nXT8lSnPQ&t=72s&fbclid=IwAR0doihAH5i86-XhLJs07qnkySgBQSLaZDBn7n2mHFZrU6EC7bybuLhqPNg
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the Piccolo Teatro, here, the latest project by Luca Ronconi. It has received 

recently nominations for the Best Play” for the Drama League Awards.  

16 This skeleton structure in glass and steel that seems like an office designed 

by Es Devlin, plays a leading role: it is the dynamic force that guides the 

characters, the action and the plot. Devlin has worked with what she calls 

‘kinetic sculpture’  but the main inspiration for the rotating set came from 

Massini’s text and in particular Henry Lehman’s description of Manhattan when 

he first arrives off the transatlantic liner as a ‘magical musical box’.  

 

I should like to finish with an Italian artist, Raffaella Rivi, videomaker, 

videodesigners, who is a member of Arti digitali dal vivo; she is not here but I 

want to show you a real inspired project of stage by her commissioned for Tam 

Teatro musica fifteen years ago, which is still on tour. ANIMA BLU is the title 

from the paintings by Marc Chagall: she used a simple structure made of white 

canvas with various cuts over which she projected video perfectly shaped, and 

also on the actor’s body, long before the technique of videomapping existed, 

recreating Chagall's dream world. 

Thank you very much 

 

 


